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“The truth doesn't always set you free; people prefer to believe
prettier, neatly wrapped lies ”

Feet first for Sherry
Tiger tweets
Charles McGrath has
received support from
Tiger Woods following
the recent episode involving him, his wife Kerry
and a shovel. (Echo 81).

Charles McGrath

St Clarets manager Steve

Sherry has confessed to The
Echo that he is fighting an ongoing battle in trying to figure
out the best pose to strike
during games.
Having considered several
possibilities, including using
an umbrella while standing on
the sideline, Sherry eventually
narrowed his options down
to four possibilities.
His first choice was to do the
“crouching tiger” pose favoured by AVB, but the Portuguese tactician’s track record was off-putting for Sherry, who has designs on creating an empire at St Clarets.

McGrath met Woods at a
recent Ryder Cup day and
Meanwhile, Jose Mourinho’s
afterwards received a
sliding around on his knees
flurry of Twitter sympathy from the world No. 1. act was immediately dismissed by Daniella Sherry,
“That shovel gotta hurt
because she wasn’t prepared
Chaz #remember2duck”
Woods tweeted before
adding later: “Your bike
got smashed more than
my Escalade”.

Sherry: making plans or dreaming of feet?
to wash grass stains from
Steve’s trousers every week.

ened leg to the stance, thus
providing more stability.

He also considered “doing a
Rafa”, by sitting Buddha-like
on the touch line, but felt that
he might get attacked by Patrick Lynott if he copied the
former Liverpool boss.

Commenting on the decision,
Sherry told The Echo: “I like
to study the foot movements
of my players. It helps me to
understand how the game is
developing and then make
tactical adjustments.”

Finally, Steve has settled on
his own take on Rafa’s pose,
by adding a slightly straight-

Or maybe he just has a foot
fetish! Who knows?

A rather offended
McGrath replied “She
never touched the bike.”
Crouching tiger: AVB

Dishy Donaghy

Sharing pain: Woods

Paddy Donaghy received an
unexpected Father’s Day gift
from wife Nicola, when he
was enrolled in a housekeeping course which promised to turn even the most

Slip sliding: Mourinho

hopeless case into a domestic god. Sadly Donaghy
proved too big a challenge
for the experts and instead
he was sent to stay with
brother-in-law Colin, to see
if Catherine could knock
him into shape.

Buddha-pose: Rafa

Paddy learns about dishwashers

